Newport Forest  Saturday June 4  2005  2:45 - 7:00 pm

**Weather:** prec. 3 mm; clear; calm; LM 28 C; FCF 24 C
**Purpose:** to water and mulch trees
**Participants:** Kee & Dylan

We made two trips for water, Dylan taking the second run on his own, while I mulched. We gave a light (2-litre) watering to all trees (except I forgot the trees by the gate). Then Dylan went to the river for more mulch and we mulched until we ran out of river drift. There are perhaps a dozen trees yet unmulched. We caught several wood ticks on our persons during our stay.

During a break I showed Dylan the log bridge. (2P)

**Phenology:**

Note that wood ticks ought to go into the phenology records. (Search back this season.)